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In this paper I discuss process of making a music video for a thesis film after seven years of film school 
and during a global pandemic. I will mention how with music videos some different rules apply as 
compared to a narrative film, especially considering the final product is technically client work for the 
music artist. Additionally, I will go over the post-production process, being that it was my first time 
incorporating VFX into my workflow. The reflection gives insight to the overall aesthetic and practical 
choices that went into the final image, how me and Yaszmine the Sun Queen portrayed her persona 
with “perfume allure” and camp in mind with how she hopes to portray herself and her brand. Lastly, I 
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Thesis Reflection Paper 
I did not start my third year of grad school with the expectations of making a music 
video for my thesis. Given the circumstances of COVID-19 and the pandemic, my original 
project had to be completely shelved. My original thesis was going to be a reflective, 
meditative, atmospheric horror film about mortality and the fear of the uncertainty of death, 
made in the vein of Lynch, Bresson, and the later works of Paul Schrader. Issue is, especially for 
that project, I love working with a large crew—I like to have my bases covered. Having a large 
crew gives me this safety blanket of trust knowing that someone is on set to do their specific 
job. So when I was given the option to either shelve the project or make it smaller (and in a 
different location, and with a cast of a different age group, and many other identity changes) I 
could not stand to waste time on a mutated bastard project. 
In hindsight, it was a blessing in disguise. Not to say that making a music video was 
easier—it had its own set of challenges—but I believe despite being a few drafts in with the 
script, the script and the story was just not ready. Me and my co-writers and script doctors 
couldn’t figure it out quick enough either. I think had the pandemic not happened I would’ve 
been re-writing the script up until the last week of the shoot. Maybe to be a pompous doof and 
compare myself to Kubrick (which is a silly, arrogant thing to do) I could’ve been re-writing 
during the shoot “to make the horror more mysterious.” 
I don’t know if I’ll ever pick up that project again. It needs a certain mindset to approach 
it correctly. Originally, I hoped to make it for therapeutic reasons—given it was conceptualized 
after the death of my paw paw (grandfather). But even after making a music video for my thesis 
I feel that I have moved on. I don’t necessarily need that project anymore. I’m uncertain if I 
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somehow make it in the next few years if it could possibly have a life worthwhile other than 
facing my acknowledgement of its mere existence. 
“Just Chill” spawned out of desperation, luck, and perseverance. Those are a weird set 
of words to put together because they feel unstable, but much like improv I have an unstable 
flow at times. Laura Medina said something about “putting yourself ahead of luck”—or 
something along those lines—during a lecture in her production class while I was in undergrad 
at UNO. I vaguely remember the lecture, but I think the point was about how these “happy 
accidents” that we hear about on film sets are spawned out of careful preparation that leads to 
a spawn of adaptable chaos. A planned chaos of some kind. And in a cosmic sense that kind of 
how “Just Chill” landed on my lap. 
My secondary goal in UNO (other than making an epic thesis) was to work on a bunch of 
sets to harness the craft and let my capabilities be known to others. I want to work for others 
so they will in turn want to work for me. Sure enough, I’ve worked with Jaszmine Foucha on a 
few sets in which she was an actress while I was a PA, a grip, a gaffer, etc. But after a few sets in 
which I was a DP, an AD, and even the Director, it’s known that I’m a capable content creator 
(at least at the low-budget level). Either way, when I needed to cast a bit supporting character 
for my cousin’s 3-page short, I was able to just call up Jaszmine and she jumped for the 
opportunity. It was there during lunch on the shoot that she then mentions that she was in 
search of a director for a music video. Fate, controlled chaos, whatever, I was somehow ahead 
of luck enough to seemingly have a project fall on my lap after losing my original thesis to 
COVID-19. 
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“Just Chill” is a project of turning lemons into lemonade. I strived to make a COVID 
compliant project with two characters and minimal crew. Given the two characters, I aimed to 
elevate the narrative of the video and bump up the production design. The story of Justin 
imaging Yaszmine the Sun Queen on a hot summer’s day feeds into my hopes to use editing & 
production design as my main driving forces for the piece’s production value. 
In my prospectus I proposed using VFX to exaggerate moments and moods throughout 
the film, such as it gets so hot that things melt around the kitchen or Yaszmine is always on 
Justin’s mind that she even appears on TV or in a thought bubble. Those effects were made 
thanks to the help of the VFX artist and colorist, Justin DeLong, from FotoKem. For the most 
part, I believe the effects work. If I had more time and resources however, I’d probably try to 
tweak it some more to make the melting more stylized and realistic at the same time. It sounds 
crazy, but there was this texture I was aiming for and I think what I have is just off the mark, but 
still great enough to work. It’s a situation that David F Sandberg would say, “It’s good enough.” 
To the standards of friends, family, and most importantly Jaszmine, the effects will be just fine.  
After the video’s release I’ll send out a questionnaire for feedback. I’ll take notes and 
add their responses to the paper. During the picture lock test screening, the responses were as 
unpredictable and “fine” as one could expect. A chunk of the answers were “Thanks, I love it” 
and others were like, “I hate music videos.” I had one screen tester critique the narrative saying 
that the story doesn’t make sense. They claimed that being the year 2021, it’s highly unlikely 
one would have issues with heat or broken ACs. The same person said the dance sequence was 
sudden, unnecessary, and silly. I find this amusing since by adding animation, I’m doubling 
down on the fantastical elements of the dance sequence. I hope people appreciate and enjoy 
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the sequence, but I do have a concern that the sequence does not have build-up to make the 
animation feel more at home. Had I better planned the animated sequence or dance sequence, 
I could’ve maybe implemented animation throughout, or better yet made the whole dance 
sequence animated. I just wish the song was longer, so I’d have more wiggle room for the 
sequence. 
Given how much of a bummer 2020 was, me and Jaszmine discussed early on the 
potential of not making a dramatic music video. Lyrically, the song “Just Chill” seems to reflect 
on a forbidden love of some kind. It mentions a parental figure constantly calling the singer’s 
phone, questioning her whereabouts, insinuating that the singer and their lover shouldn’t be 
together even though she wants to spend more time at the lover’s house and “chill.” Like, a 
first instinct idea would be dramatizing the lyrics and developing a story with a cast of 
characters following this Romeo & Juliet story, but that’s too obvious and too many actors for a 
COVID safe set. 
I heard somewhere the idea of rejecting your first three ideas because the first three 
ideas tend to be the worst or most obvious ideas. That’s cool advice, and I try to follow it half of 
the time. I think the current video’s storyline was my third idea, so I’m cheating a little bit, but 
given the one month I had to completely rebuild my thesis project I had little time to come up 
with a fourth idea. In hindsight it was an amusing challenge I set on myself of changing the 
project but not changing the shoot dates. 
Going with a more lighthearted approach—a stark one-eighty from the original thesis—
we reminded ourselves that we had a line to walk. We’re not just making a video; we’re selling 
a brand: Yaszmine the Sun Queen. We had options when it came to approaching the aesthetic 
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and character of Yaszmine. On one hand Yaszmine is sexy & alluring, but she also has room for 
cutesy & campy. We wanted to achieve this certain allure & sexiness without relying on an 
oversexualization of Yaszmine’s character. We quickly came to the consensus that a 
hypersexualized character might be a bit much and wanted to steer around that design. The 
secondary reasoning behind avoiding hypersexuality is that our respective parents would watch 
this. Jaszmine and I both had a laugh at the idea of her mom or my mom watching her trying to 
replicate a late 2010s Miley Cyrus or Nicki Minaj. So with this in mind, Yaszmine is a tad more 
like Katy Perry in “California Girls'' than Madonna or Beyonce. 
Knowing to take this middle lane approach to the character, I conceived a story idea 
that is essentially just a long sex joke on the slang term “thirsty.” The term refers to when one 
desperately seeks out someone or something, generally for sexual release. (Although to be fair 
one could use it as an exaggeration and say something like, “Wow, I’m thirsting over this 
Korean Barbeque right now.) I must say, by golly, it went exactly as I expected it to go. I wanted 
the joke to be quite subliminal and subtle. Looking back, I can’t tell if I made it too subtle or not 
subtle enough. There’s some phallic imagery throughout—such as the slow motion of the water 
hose and the plumbing tools getting bigger and bigger—but overall, the joke is more 
metaphorical & obscurely contextual than it is up front. This stems from the fact that the story 
of the video is essentially that Justin is “thirsty” for Yaszmine. Even in our promos I have the 
phrase “Thirsty?” pop up really quickly, and it pops up in the background of a shot in the video. 
I use a quick shot of Yaszmine drinking water when Justin stands frustrated at the sink. By doing 
this, I’m attempting to pop in the idea of Justin’s thirst over Yaszmine.  
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I hope to get it into the viewer’s mind without shaking them by the head and screaming, 
“Get it? Get it?” I enjoy subtle visual gags like that, especially ones that people notice after 
multiple viewings. Think something like the visual humor of BoJack Horseman. Alas, I don’t 
think this video is nearly as cram packed with visual references and gags as BoJack Horseman. 
After finishing the picture lock, I recently watched the video for “911” by Lady Gaga. Within it 
are a laundry list of visual references and symbols that tell a story without being so obvious 
while inviting the viewer to watch again.  
I hope to get to that level, and I wish this video could be at this level, but I don’t think 
the “Just Chill” video is that sophisticated. Again, I don’t know if I should’ve been a bit more 
blatant with the idea to make the joke less subtle or if the subtlety is the gentle amusement 
with itself. I know my mom is not going to get it and I find that hysterical. It’s as if I kind of as if I 
get the best of both worlds in this scenario, is wholesome PG Disney fun that my mom can 
enjoy, but I get to make a sex joke in the process, and poking fun with the expectations of 
hypersexual imagery in music video media. 
From the beginning I wrote the script with the goal of learning some aspects of VFX in 
mind. Knowing that my knowledge of VFX going into the project was slim, this project was 
designed to be a fun lesson plan of figuring out what I can do practically and with VFX. Much of 
the video’s effects are achieved with special effects or clever production design. While some 
key shots were planned all along to be VFX shots, they were simple entry level VFX that 
wouldn’t break the video if we took them out in case the visual effect didn’t work out. Even 
still, there were some effects in the video—such as the melting objects—that we hoped and 
tried to do practically. Those ultimately got canned and received the note of “fix it in post.” As 
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much as I hate saying that phrase on set, we said it a few times on this shoot. I feel a key 
difference between this context and when I heard it on other shoots is that I and my team were 
taking a calculated risk with contingency plans in place. Other “fix it post” types were ignorant 
know-nothings. 
With this VFX exercise underway, I’ve received a great introduction into visual effects 
and other post-production tools. I was adamantly against VFX, CGI, green screen, and the like 
going into grad school—sort of thinking myself a purist like Nolan or Tarantino. I look at my 
2018 self and blush—he was pure kino. While I haven’t learned how to make items that didn’t 
melt on screen suddenly melt, nor have I figured out a complex screen comp in a moving shot, I 
learned part of the workflow of working with VFX artists. I know some other indie or DIY 
filmmakers would maybe chuckle at my expense of not figuring out to do these things myself 
for free. I would argue against them that it’s equally important to learn how much those jobs 
are worth and how to talk to the technicians and artists doing those jobs. Given that I aim to 
not be the one-man-crew filmmaker (seriously, to hell with that noise), it is vital I learn to deal 
with all the various positions in the production line. 
Another learning experience revolves around the assumption of not needing audio 
when shooting a music video. Given that the final product was just going to have the music 
track playing over the image, I presumptuously asked for the sound mixer to not come to set 
for a bulk of the shoot, since most of it was MOS. On set lip syncing consisted of Jaszmine 
singing along with the song played over the speakers. Where the idea gets a little muddled is in 
post when I need to line up the song with Jaszmine’s lips. The RED camera does not have 
scratch audio, nor could we figure out how to plug a shotgun mic into it. There was probably a 
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way, but we couldn’t figure it out. In the end, however, I used an old editing trick to help line up 
the lips, but it was a tad tedious. If I could’ve had scratch audio that would have been great for 
post-production. I am on the fence on whether bringing in the sound mixer would’ve been 
necessary for those shots. I believe more-so not because it would’ve slowed down production. 
Looking at the final product, it all came out fine anyway. 
Another learning experience was that set space dramatically affects production design 
and set decoration. Even though the soundstage that we rented is a modestly sized space I feel 
that the rain dance scene, specifically, lacked set decoration. Not to say that the idea for the 
scene was bad, or that those clouds and streamers were lackluster, but I believe that we didn’t 
have enough streamers or clouds. That’s one of the reasons I believe I needed to get the scene 
extra attention in post via a VFX artist. It’s a little disappointing, but not the end of the world. 
It’s one of those situations in which in pre-production we’re convinced it will work out but 
discover when watching the cuts that something is a little off. That said, like baking a brownie 
with the wrong oil, it looks a little different or tastes a little different but it’s still a brownie. The 
final scene still came out usable, but it's definitely an example of how easy it is to have a 
discrepancy amongst what one plans and what one achieves. 
One issue that I ran into was that the dance sequence that we executed was actually 
way too long for the video, so I couldn’t keep most of it. The original ending to the dance 
sequence was supposed to have Justin dip Yaszmine down and they both give a wink to the 
audience. I must add that framing Yaszmine’s dip just right took a long time to get just right and 
I felt embarrassed having to have her dip more than four times, because—as one can imagine—
that dance move is a bit dizzying when done repetitively. If I could re-do this, I’d probably 
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collaborate with the choreographer to come up with something a touch shorter so that much of 
the sequence wouldn’t need to be cut. 
I must also add that cutting down the sequence led to unmotivated and not well 
executed jump cuts. In response I devised a plan to animate in some quick inserts. Something 
similar to how they’re done in Moonrise Kingdom or A Clockwork Orange. I’ve seen films throw 
in the briefest of inserts that leave a great impact despite their brevity. An issue I had was that 
the one animator I knew at UNO wasn’t up to snuff with what I needed for the sequence. Like 
any film student desperate for help, I posted an ad on Facebook. And like someone with little 
experience in hiring people for money, I accepted the first person to respond to the ad. Big 
mistake. This person said that they were a professional animator with a cartoon on TV, but the 
work they gave me was not good. Then the person they recommended from their TV show was 
also not good. The awkward thing about these situations is that we discussed rates at the 
beginning, but at no point did I ever mention a contingency of what if I don’t like their material. 
I paid them $300 for three shots of animation. The idea that I was trying to get through to them 
was I needed quick and simple movement & design. While I still think the idea might’ve still 
worked if given time and effort, I know that these two animators were not capable of achieving 
what the idea needed. We went through three rounds of revisions, but each draft didn’t feel 
any more different than the draft before. I ultimately paid them for their time and moved on. 
In hindsight, I wish I had asked for a portfolio. They did show me a trailer for their 
cartoon. I must admit, it was not good. The character design looks cheap and the movement is 
stiff. That alone should have been enough for me to pass, but I was afraid of just not finding 
another animator. Fear shouldn’t be a leading motivator in accepting bad work. In some sort of 
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denial, I tried to make it work, but it couldn’t. Naturally, my anxiety that led me to moving 
forward with them was unnecessary because hours after accepting the first cartoonists, I got a 
response from an animator from Lafayette. His portfolio was phenomenal. His work is what 
ultimately comes into the film during the dance sequence. The style that we landed on came 
through several conversations, ultimately based on the art style of the poster artist—a high 
school friend of mine. Getting to the point of where I would have done things differently, I wish 
I would’ve passed on the first cartoonists that answered my ad, and just went with the 
animator from Lafayette instead.  
One note about the animation that’s in the music video now is that it is a little brief. 
Usually, music videos with an animated sequence near the end like this would have a thirty 
second or longer sequence. Mine is about ten seconds. Another note is that it would be cool if 
the animation was maybe throughout the video if that final one was so brief. I don’t necessarily 
believe that the music video is missing a soul because of this, but it’s definitely a moment of 
hindsight 20/20. There’s no way that the video could’ve had animation throughout if I had not 
initially planned for it. However, the necessity of the animation stemmed through mistakes 
made during the execution and editing of the final dance sequence. If anything, thing, this 
sequence serves as an example of how I made a mistake during the filming process that got 
fixed in post by placing something else over it. Is it cool? Does it work? I think so. Could I have 
done this a little smoother and made some decisions that would have saved me money? Most 
definitely. 
In my paper that I wrote when applying to the program, I said that within three years I 
wanted to be a one-man film crew like James Roe (while having a thesis film that could maybe 
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compete against his thesis—sorry, a little vain there). Thanks to Covid-19, I don’t think I got an 
opportunity to make a thesis near in scope like his, but I believe that this music video stands a 
touch above low budget music videos made for small and/or music artists like I have seen 
before. 
That said, within three years I feel like I haven’t achieved that one-man film crew status. 
I feel that I have an understanding of each position that if put in a pinch I could maybe do it 
myself after some preparation, but more importantly, I understand now how to communicate, 
direct, and manage expectations with various positions of a film crew. Arguably that’s more 
important in a collaborative medium like film than being the one-man film crew. I've met 
several self-proclaimed one-man-army type filmmakers. In my opinion they tend to be jacks of 
all trades and masters of none, but also an arrogant pain to work with. I think I’ve learned that I 
must recognize my limitations, but also recognize the perspective of those working with me on 
set. In my experience, some of the most frequent complaints of other crew members stem 
from a lack of understanding of another department; like a hairstylist not understanding the 
camera department or production department not understanding the perspective of the sound 
mixer. 
One cannot simply become a master filmmaker after three years of film school, but after 
seven years of film school one can have a large film diary on Letterboxd. I don’t think that 
lectures, papers, and textbooks alone could prepare me for the film industry, but seven years of 
film school most definitely sparked an inquisitive drive to learn more about film. Whenever I 
was not at school, I was at home watching YouTube tutorials and movies. Film school—through 
the taste of its staff and students—and a diverse option of streaming options (and piracy) 
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opened my view of cinema. It was within the last seven years that I matured from a high 
schooler quoting Tarantino and New Hollywood Age gangster flicks to a 25-year-old thinking 
about the implications of wardrobe choice in a movie on the film’s perception of class and 
society. 
While I feel I’ve grown as a filmmaker on a technical and proficient level—and evolved my taste 
in film—within the last seven years, I have this lingering anxiety that I have not lived enough life 
to nurture a perspective worth sharing through film or visual media. I graduated high school 
and went straight to film school, then graduated film school to immediately move on to 
graduate school. I sometimes sit there, reflecting on the first 25 years of my life realizing it was 
driven by thinking of the next step, graduating to the next level of education. Now that I’m at 
this point in which there is no next step other than the rest of my life, now definitely out of 
school, I feel a tinge of anxiety and existential dread. That anxiety’s not too depressing, it’s 
more of the absurdist “Nothing Matters” embrace of chaos that my generation often makes 
memes about. My goal after film school—other than to get steady work—is to explore these 
absurdist themes in and out of film. I feel attracted to the surreal of reality and this lingering 
anxiety of modern society. I think of this image from Satoshi Kon’s Paranoia Agent of a man in a 
business suit falling headfirst from the sky with a huge grin on his face and a gut-busting laugh 
shaking his torso. The message of that image is something that I hope to fully understand and 
lay out into the screen. I hope to blend tragedy and comedy with the skill of Wes Anderson and 
maybe use a lens of magical realism like Guillermo del Toro, or delve into the surreal like David 
Lynch. I know that early in a filmmaker’s career they tend to wear their influences on their 
sleeves. I’m aware that my influences might feel obvious, and sometimes I feel like a thief, but 
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that’s not necessarily bad. It’s part of the long process. Like any other filmmaker, the goal is for 
my artistic voice to become as distinct as my thumbprint. Music videos are definitely a facet of 
film that I hope to continue to harness my craft, like Spike Jonze and David Fincher. Like them, I 
hope to progress past that and ultimately work in narrative features. Stylistically I’d love to 
focus on dark comedies or surreal dramas. I’ve been told that my films can be campy but 
definitely have a quality a touch higher than usual camp. That might be something I’ll play with 






































































































Invoice no. : 1000
Invoice date : 09/09/2020











Thank you for allowing me to serve you!
Bill To Invoice Details Payment
Dustin Foret
dustinforet014@gmail.com
PDF created August 21, 2020
$600.00
Due September 21, 2020
$600.00
Item Quant it y Price Amount
Day Rate- Hair Only 6 $100.00 $600.00
Subtotal $600.00
Total Due $600.00
Page 1 of 1
Adrienne @ Top Knot  Beauty Co. 3225 Metairie Road
METAIRIE, LA 70001 United States | 601-434-6754
adrienne@megagate.com
Pay online
To pay your invoice go to ht tps:/ /gosq.me/u/qHq7vS7U  x
Or open your camera on your mobile device, and place the code on the left




























I TEM  PRICE TOTAL DUE 
Audio-post Payment 1  $100   
























Appendix J: DOOD Sheets 
  
Feb 24, 2021 Page 1 of 2
3:58 PM Day Out of Days Report for Cast Members
Month/Day 09/18 09/19 09/20 09/21 09/22 09/23 09/24 09/25 09/26 Co.
Day of Week Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Travel
Shooting Day 1 2 3 4 5
1. Jaszmine SW W W WF
2. Justin SW W W W WF
 56 
Appendix K: Location Contact List  
  
 57 
















































Appendix N: Wrap Release 
  
 64 
Appendix O: DOOD Art Department
 
Mar 29, 2021 Page 1 of 2
7:17 PM Day Out of Days Report for Set Dressing
Month/Day 09/18 09/19 09/20 09/21 09/22 09/23 09/24 09/25 09/26 09/27
Day of Week Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun





Kiddie pool SW WF








Mar 29, 2021 Page 1 of 2
7:14 PM Day Out of Days Report for Props
Month/Day 09/18 09/19 09/20 09/21 09/22 09/23 09/24 09/25 09/26
Day of Week Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat
Shooting Day 1 2 3 4 5




Glass of Pink Lemonade SW










Mar 29, 2021 Page 1 of 2
7:15 PM Day Out of Days Report for Wardrobe
Month/Day 09/18 09/19 09/20 09/21 09/22 09/23 09/24 09/25 09/26
Day of Week Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat
Shooting Day 1 2 3 4 5
Justin dirty clothes SW W W W
Justin yellow raincoat SWF
Yaz bikini SW
Yaz cat-eye sunglasses SW
Yaz meteorologist outfit SWF




Mar 29, 2021 Page 1 of 2
7:16 PM Day Out of Days Report for Makeup/Hair
Month/Day 09/18 09/19 09/20 09/21 09/22 09/23 09/24 09/25 09/26 09/27
Day of Week Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun
Shooting Day 1 2 3 4 5 6
Sweat SW W WF
 68 








Appendix Q: Call Sheets 
  
000000Unit Production Manager: 1st Assistant Director: Free Call Sheet Template From CastAndCrewCall.com YAY!!! :)000000Key 2nd AD:  2nd 2nd AD:  
Friday, September 18, 2020
Day 1 of 6
Director Dustin Foret (504) 975-8406
Just Chill
BREAKFAST CRAFT SERVICES
1st AD Nick Manning (985) 773-8609 LUNCH 1:00 PM
SUNRISE SUNSET
6:47 AM 7:02 PM
WEATHER 83° HIGH 72° LOW
Humidity 65% Precipitation 20%
Nearest Hospital (985) 785-6242
St. Charles Parish Hospital
CALL 7:00 AM
1057 Paul Maillard Rd, Luling, LA 70070
Individual call times may vary. 
Questions?  Call Nick Manning (985) 773-8609
Safety first
SCENES SET AND DESCRIPTION CHARACTER # D/N PAGES NOTES LOCATIONS
2
EXT. HOUSE LAWN 1, 2 D -
448 Seymore Ln
Justin cuts lawn; Yaz lounges
3
EXT. BACKYARD 1,2 D -
Justin drinks from hose; Yaz in pool
1
EXT. BACK PORCH 2 D - Luling, LA 70070
Justin talks on phone
13
EXT. HOUSE LAWN 1,2 D -
Ken and Ryan talk
# CAST CHARACTER SWHF MU CALL MINOR? SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1 Jaszmine Foucha Yaz SW - 7:00 AM -
2 Justin Davis Justin SW - 7:00 AM -
ADVANCE SHOOTING SCHEDULE
SCENES SET AND DESCRIPTION CHARACTER # D/N PAGES NOTES LOCATIONS
4




INT. KITCHEN 2 D -
Justin calls plumber
5
INT. KITCHEN 2 D - Jefferson, LA 70121
Justin attempts to get water
8
INT. KITCHEN 2 D -
Justin tries sink again
6
INT. KITCHEN 1,2 D -




000000Unit Production Manager: 1st Assistant Director: Free Call Sheet Template From CastAndCrewCall.com YAY!!! :)000000Key 2nd AD:  2nd 2nd AD:  
Saturday, September 19, 2020
Day 2 of 6
Director Dustin Foret (504) 975-8406
Just Chill
BREAKFAST CRAFT SERVICES
1st AD Nick Manning (985) 773-8609 LUNCH 1:00 PM
SUNRISE SUNSET
6:47 AM 7:02 PM
WEATHER 78° HIGH 72° LOW
Humidity 77% Precipitation 60%
Nearest Hospital (504) 464-8628
Oschner Extended Care Hospital
CALL 7:00 AM
2614 Jefferson Hwy, Jefferson, LA 70121
Individual call times may vary. 
Questions?  Call Nick Manning (985) 773-8609
Safety first
SCENES SET AND DESCRIPTION CHARACTER # D/N PAGES NOTES LOCATIONS
4




INT. KITCHEN 2 D -
Justin calls plumber
5
INT. KITCHEN 2 D - Jefferson, LA 70121
Justin attempts to get water
8
INT. KITCHEN 2 D -
Justin tries sink again
6
INT. KITCHEN 1,2 D -
Justin tries sink again
7
INT. KITCHEN 1,2 D -
Yaz hands Justin tools
# CAST CHARACTER SWHF MU CALL MINOR? SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1 Jaszmine Foucha Yaz W - 10:00 AM -
2 Justin Davis Justin W - 7:00 AM -
ADVANCE SHOOTING SCHEDULE
SCENES SET AND DESCRIPTION CHARACTER # D/N PAGES NOTES LOCATIONS
11
INT. KITCHEN 1,2 D -
Justin fixes freezer; Yaz sings on couch
10
INT. FREEZER 2 D - Jefferson, LA 70121
Justin checks freezer
5.1
INT. LIVING ROOM 1,2 D -




000000Unit Production Manager: 1st Assistant Director: Free Call Sheet Template From CastAndCrewCall.com YAY!!! :)000000Key 2nd AD:  2nd 2nd AD:  
Sunday, September 20, 2020
Day 3 of 6
Director Dustin Foret (504) 975-8406
Just Chill
BREAKFAST CRAFT SERVICES
1st AD Nick Manning (985) 773-8609 LUNCH 1:00 PM
SUNRISE SUNSET
6:47 AM 7:02 PM
WEATHER 77° HIGH 72° LOW
Humidity 78% Precipitation 50%
Nearest Hospital (504) 464-8628
Oschner Extended Care Hospital
CALL 7:00 AM
2614 Jefferson Hwy, Jefferson, LA 70121
Individual call times may vary. 
Questions?  Call Nick Manning (985) 773-8609
Safety first
SCENES SET AND DESCRIPTION CHARACTER # D/N PAGES NOTES LOCATIONS
10




INT. KITCHEN 1,2 D -
Justin fixes freezer; Yaz sings on couch Jefferson, LA 70121
5.1
INT. LIVING ROOM 1,2 D -
Yaz is meteorologist and model
# CAST CHARACTER SWHF MU CALL MINOR? SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1 Jaszmine Foucha Yaz W - 7:00 AM -
2 Justin Davis Justin W - 7:00 AM -
ADVANCE SHOOTING SCHEDULE
SCENES SET AND DESCRIPTION CHARACTER # D/N PAGES NOTES LOCATIONS
12
INT. RAINSTAGE 1,2 D - 4929 Jefferson Hwy




000000Unit Production Manager: 1st Assistant Director: Free Call Sheet Template From CastAndCrewCall.com YAY!!! :)000000Key 2nd AD:  2nd 2nd AD:  
Friday, September 25, 2020
Day 4 of 6
Director Dustin Foret (504) 975-8406
Just Chill
BREAKFAST CRAFT SERVICES
1st AD Nick Manning (985) 773-8609 LUNCH 2:00 PM
SUNRISE SUNSET
WEATHER 77° HIGH 72° LOW
Humidity 78% Precipitation 10%%
Nearest Hospital (504) 464-8628
Oschner Extended Care Hospital
CALL 8:00 AM
2614 Jefferson Hwy, Jefferson, LA 70121
Individual call times may vary. 
Questions?  Call Nick Manning (985) 773-8609
Safety first
SCENES SET AND DESCRIPTION CHARACTER # D/N PAGES NOTES LOCATIONS
12
INT. RAINSTAGE 1,2 D - 4929 Jefferson Hwy
Yaz and Justin dance Jefferson, LA 70121
# CAST CHARACTER SWHF MU CALL MINOR? SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1 Jaszmine Foucha Yaz SW - 8:00 AM -
2 Justin Davis Justin SW - 8:00 AM -
ADVANCE SHOOTING SCHEDULE
SCENES SET AND DESCRIPTION CHARACTER # D/N PAGES NOTES LOCATIONS
13
EXT. HOUSE LAWN 1,2 D - 200 Melanie Ave
Yaz wakes up Justin Metairie, LA 70003
COMPANY MOVE
3
EXT. BACKYARD 1 D -
4929 Jefferson HwyYaz in pool
2





000000Unit Production Manager: 1st Assistant Director: Free Call Sheet Template From CastAndCrewCall.com YAY!!! :)000000Key 2nd AD:  2nd 2nd AD:  
Saturday, September 26, 2020
Day 5 of 6
Director Dustin Foret (504) 975-8406
Just Chill
BREAKFAST CRAFT SERVICES
1st AD Nick Manning (985) 773-8609 LUNCH 1:00 PM
SUNRISE SUNSET
WEATHER 83° HIGH 71° LOW
Humidity 73% Precipitation 20%
Nearest Hospital (504) 464-8628
Tulane Lakeside Hospital
CALL 7:00 AM
4700 S I-10 Service Rd W, Metairie, LA 70001
Individual call times may vary. 
Questions?  Call Nick Manning (985) 773-8609
Safety first
SCENES SET AND DESCRIPTION CHARACTER # D/N PAGES NOTES LOCATIONS
13
EXT. HOUSE LAWN 1,2 D -
600 Melanie Ave
Yaz wakes up Justin
3
EXT. BACKYARD 2 D -
Justin with hose Metairie, LA 70003
2
EXT. HOUSE LAWN 2 D -
Justin mows lawn
# CAST CHARACTER SWHF MU CALL MINOR? SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1 Jaszmine Foucha Yaz SW - 7:00 AM -
2 Justin Davis Justin SW - 7:00 AM -
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Appendix R: Shot List 
  
Scene  1  
  
● Dolly  –  1  shot  behind,  dolly  in;  torso  up  
  
Scene  2  
  
● WS  –  establishing  shot,  Justin  working  on  lawnmower  
● ECU  –  Justin’s  hand  yanking  cable,  toward  camera  
● CU  series  –  sweaty  arms,  back,  forehead  
● WS  –  Yaz  in  lawnchair,  establishing  space  
● ECU  –  sweaty  glass  of  lemonade  
● MS  –  high  jib  shot,  looking  down  on  Yaz  as  she  sings  
● WS  –  Justin  trudging  through  high  grass,  in  front  of  mower?  
● CU  –  Justin  wiping  off  sweat 
● MS  –  Justin  imagining  thought  bubble  “super  imposed  Yaz  holding  water  
bottle”  
● MS  –  Yaz  singing  to  camera,  straight  on  
  
Scene  3  
  
● MS  –  Justin  walks  into  frame;  grabs  hose;  hose  in  foreground  
● ECU  –  faucet  turning  on  
● MS  –  high  jib  looking  down;  Yaz  in  kiddie  pool  
● CU  –  water  shooting  out  hose  end;  120fps  
● ECU  –  sweat?  
● CU  –  Justin’s  thumb  on  hose  end;  spraying  water  upwards;  120fps  
● CU  –  Yaz  as  water  rains  down;  head  on  
● MS  –  Justin  lowers  hose  to  drink  
● CU  –  2  whip  pans  to  faucet  
  
Scene  4  
  
● WS  –  1  shot;  Justin  enters  house  in  background,  AC  streamers  in  foreground  
  
Scene  5  
  
● Dolly  –  WS;  dolly  forward  towards  TV,  turns  on;  Justin  looks  for  cup  
● CU  –  TV;  Yaz  is  dressed  as  meteorologist   
● MCU  –  Justin  holds  glass  under  faucet;  turns  faucet  on,  doesn’t  work  
● Jib  –  Camera  on  counter,  Justin  looks  up  with  frustration  
  
Scene  6  
  
● MS  –  Justin  under  sink;  pipes  in  foreground  






























Appendix U: Music Release Form 
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Appendix V: Chain of Title 
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Appendix Z: Film Festivals & Distribution Plan 
    Film Festivals 
I have already submitted a cut of the music video to the New Orleans Film Festival. They have 
screened music videos that were shot in New Orleans before, especially those headlining black 
artists. I believe that “Just Chill” would be a perfect fit for the New Orleans Film Fest. It’s length 
and material seem right up their alley.  
 
I have submitted this video to the UNO Film Festival. They can’t turn me down.  
 
    Distribution 
Given that this is a work to promote a music artist and her work, this will be published online 
immediately. We plan to upload this through Jaszmine’s VEVO account and have it go onto 
YouTube. Through there, we will share the video on social media including Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter, Tik Tok, etc etc.  
 
I also plan to submit this to the Louisiana Film Channel. A local channel open to filmmakers to 
submit their work for streaming.  
 
Ideally, this video is meant for me to pull out on my phone at parties and gatherings to show off 
my work to potential clients and collaborators.  
 
I will also share the video on my website. 
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Dustin Foret is a filmmaker raised in the suburbs of the Greater New Orleans Aera. His interest 
in filmmaking started when he first studied acting when he was in middle school all the way up 
until he graduated from Brother Martin High School in 2014. Then, he transitioned into film 
production in college at the University of New Orleans, where he received his Bachelor’s of Arts 
in Film with Cum Laude in 2018. During his stay in the Graduate Film Program, Dustin’s short 
films bounced back between dark comedies about dysfunctional family dynamics and character 
studies about broken people—all with a formalist approach mixing camp & surrealism. Before 
the COVID-19 pandemic hit, Dustin was in development of a 20-page, atmospheric 
psychological horror that took place in a nursing home featuring a protagonist with a fear of 
death and chronic waking nightmares.  
 
Outside of his own works, Dustin frequently assisted his fellow classmates in the various stages 
of production—from producing to post-production. He’s shot, assisted directed, and edited 
other projects for weeks back-to-back. His work with alumnus Fabiola Andrade’s thesis “It’s Me, 
Sarah” won Best Editing at the UNO Film Festival in 2019 and went on to be featured in the 
2020 New Orleans Film Festival.     
